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Introduction 
 

Greetings One and All: 

Writing for children is still relatively new for me and I would 

appreciate all suggestions. We have all been children and 

remember some of the pluses and minuses of that experience. 

 

If you are able to share some of the things that you would like 

to see in a children’s book or you would have liked to see in 

your books as a child, that would help a lot. Thank you for any 

suggestions.  

 

What do your children ask you about the community and 

people where you live? 

 

May each reader of this book and their families and especially 

all children be blessed AND SO IT IS!  

 

      Reverend Mike  
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1 - Creator Filled Each Child With Love and 

Healing Energy 
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2 - Every Child Is Special To God 
 

God Listens To Children 

Children Can Use Their Special Connection To God in 

 a way that can help adults. If a child prays for an adult, God 

may hear that prayer just a little quicker than if that child’s 

parent did the praying because God really wants to hear your 

prayers and bless you. God pays attention to all that you say.   
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3 - Children Can Hear God If They Listen 

Well 
 

 
Children Can Share What They Hear from God with People 

Who Cannot Hear The Messages of God. Adults can get so 

busy and distracted but you can help them to hear God. If you 

help them like that, God may notice and set you up with more 

opportunities to be blessed. 
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4 - Adults Listen To Children Also 
 

 

Adults listen to children even when a child does not think that 

the parent is listening. If you are feeling that you or somebody 

else needs to be heard, you can say “Let’s Talk.” If you do that, 

please be nice about it because there could be a good reason for 

things that you do not understand. If you are nice, adults will 

usually try to explain things for you. 
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5 - Children Can Learn From Adults if They 

Listen Well 
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6 - The Words Of God And Parents Help 

The Child Know How To Act 
 

Words Make A Difference 

 

As you grow up, you may meet some people who do not speak 

nice words or speak nicely to others. Think about that and also 

if you want to be heard speaking that way. 

 

You may think that it would be better to be nice. I recommend 

that to you. 

 

Some people who are not nice can say things that hurt people’s 

feelings. You probably would not want to see that or do that. 

 

 If you see somebody who has been hurt, it would be real nice 

to say something nice to help them be able to get happy again. 

If what happened to them happened to you, what would you 

want to hear from a friend like you? 

 

You could simply say “That was not a nice thing to say or do.” 

You might also say “I do not know why he or she said that, I 

like you.”      
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7 - Nice Words Can Help People 

 

 

 

Nice words are well received and set the stage for 

understanding and support. Of course you need to choose words 

appropriate for the situation.  

Nice words for a funeral are different than nice words for 

church or Valentine’s day.    
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8 - Never Worry 
 

Worry Is Not Nice Words You Say To 

Yourself 

 

Do Not Worry,  

You Can Pray 
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9 - Prayer Still Works 
 

You could say: 

 A Prayer for Your Mother 

A Prayer for Your Father 

A Prayer for Your Grand Mother 

A Prayer for Your Grand Father 

A Prayer for Your Sister 

A Prayer for Your Brother 

A Prayer for Your Aunt 

A Prayer for Your Uncle 

A Prayer for Your Teacher 

A Prayer for Your Tutor 

A Prayer for your friend 

A Prayer for you classmate 

A Prayer for someone at church 

A Prayer for someone at school 
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10 - You Can Ask God To Heal 
 

You can ask God for someone to be healed and project a beam 

of healing from your heart to one who needs healing. If your 

parent is sick, ask God and picture in your head a beam of 

healing coming from you to God and Then to your parent.  

 

You could also see it as coming from God to You and then to 

your parent. When you speak to God and ask for help for 

someone, your asking has great power because you are asking  

God to share your love and God’s love with the person. 
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11 - You Can Tell What You Asked 
 

You can tell someone who is sick that you prayed for them or  

asked God to send them a healing. You can ask them to open 

their heart so God can make the delivery.  

 

Sometimes people are very sick and need you to explain how 

much you love them. You can say that God loves them too and 

there is no need to worry. 

    

God always know what is best for each of us. We need love 

when we are sick more than anything else so when you see 

someone suffering, the best thing that you can do is tell them 

how much you care. 

 

When you tell people that you care for them and love them, it is 

easier for them to deal with any pain or discomfort. You can tell 

the same story many different ways and they will be happy to 

hear it again and again.  

 

Another thing that helps sick people is to remember the good 

times that they had with you when you did something together. 

Good memories are delightful and help people to avoid thinking 

about what is going on. 
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12 - You Can Ask God For More Healing   
 

When you want to heal yourself faster, you can ask God for 

More Energy. When you pray, God Listens. 

 

When you want more, God Listens. When you want others to 

have more, God listens.  

 

When God listens, God will help in ways that you may 

understand or ways that you may not understand. God works on 

God’s time so it is important to be patient. 

 

Sometimes it may seem to take a great deal of time for God to 

answer your prayers. Sometimes It may seem that God’s 

answer is NO. 

 

Do not be concerned about how you feel. Know in your heart 

that God knows best.   

 

What you can do is to keep praying. And then when you think 

that all is lost, you can pray some more.   
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13 - You Can Ask God To Give Others 

More Healing  
 

When you want others to heal faster, you can ask God for More 

Healing. When you pray, God Listens. 

 

When you want others to have more, God listens.  
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14 - You May Wonder How Healing Works 
 

Healing is the natural order of things and each of us has healing 

within us all the time. Our bodies are designed by God to heal 

themselves and they do that all day long. 

 

At night when we sleep, we do not use our body energy so 

much and our bodies have more energy to do healing. When 

people pray for us, we get more healing from their prayers. 

 

When you have asked God for Healing and God is Ready. It 

will be sent as God Wishes.  
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15 - Seven Centers of Healing 
 

We have seven centers of energy in our bodies. If we think that 

one of them is not working well. We can picture it in our mind 

and ask God to send energy there to heal it. 
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16 - See It And Pray It to Help Heal 
 

There is a connection between energy centers and emotions and 

the organs in that area. 

 

The energy centers (also known as chakras) are like wheels of 

light. There are seven of them and they have their own purposes 

and they can work better when they play together like happy 

children in a school yard.  

 

The way we feel on an emotional level links into our energy 

center system and because each energy center is linked to 

different emotions this can affect our overall sense of physical 

wellbeing and our sense of feeling or emotional wellbeing. If 

one or more of our energy centers is out of balance, this will 

affect our whole body. 

 

Below is a little bit about the seven chakras and some of the 

emotions linked to them and of course the body parts near them 

can also be connected. 

 

The Energy Center Circles on the chart match the numbers that 

follow with the top seventh above the head and others in order 

down to the first one. 
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Violet or White Color Seventh Energy Center is above the 

crown or top of our heads and relates to our spiritual connection 

with God and Higher beings than us. 

 

Indigo Color Sixth Energy Center (AKA Third Eye) relates to 

our personal intuition where we feel connected to the spiritual 

world. 

 

Blue Color Fifth Energy Center at the throat represents the seat 

of creativity where we can feel the power to speak out our truth. 

 

Pink or Light Green Color Fourth Energy Center (AKA Heart) 

helps with the balance of loving others and receiving love from 

others and of course the physical issues in that area. 

 

Yellow Color Third Energy Center is the next one down and it 

relates to our feeling of being connected to both the physical 

world of earth and the spiritual world of God. 

 

Orange Color Second Energy Center is next one down and it 

helps us with feelings and emotions. When in balance this one 

helps us to be confident. 
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Red Color Root First Energy Center is at our bottom and forms 

our base. It helps us feel secured and connected down to where 

we sit our bottom on the chair. 

  

As you focus on one area, know that you can feel many things 

that you might not expect and it will be good if you learn new 

things. It is good to listen and learn. 
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17 - Plan for the Future 
  

Making plans for the future can help someone in the hospital to 

focus on future events.  People can get sad when they are in the 

hospital and it is important that we remember to invite them to 

think happy thoughts. 

 

Hospitals are necessary but they are not fun and people need to 

think good thoughts so they can get motivated to get better and 

feel better. If you feel gloomy by seeing someone else in the 

hospital, just imagine how hard it must be for them. 

 

You can help them not be gloomy by not being gloomy yourself 

and planning to do something fun. If you are their friend, you 

know what they like so talk about doing things they like.       

 

Be sure to invite your parents to help you deal with any upset that 

you have about your friend. You are very important to your 

friend, just like your parents are important to you. 

 

Your parents can help you sort out many ideas and feelings so 

that you are the most helpful friend that your friend could ever 

want. Your parents know it is important to be a friend if you want 

to have a friend so they will help a lot.   
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18 - Summary  
 

  

Let Us Get Real 

Did You Know Children Can Heal? 

 

It Is a Wonderful Deal 

The Healing is Really Real 

 

They Care 

They Have Energy To Share 

* 
Written In 

The Cradle Of Liberty 

Philadelphia, PA 

USA 
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19 - Remember To Thank God 

 

Dear God: 

Thank you for Listening to My Prayers and blessing everybody 

I know and everybody who read or listened to this book. 

 

 

 

     

Reverend Mike 
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Rev. Mike Wanner 
 

Rev. Mike is ordained as an Interfaith Minister of the Circle of 
Miracles Ministry and a  Metaphysical Minister of the 
International Metaphysical Ministry.  

Rev. Mike practices and teaches spiritual energy therapies in 
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Rev. Mike has written other books: 
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